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Abstract
In this article I argue that pedagogical reform is needed in the current Westernized teaching of
sociology to create a new, more equal, humane and ecologically sound world. Present teaching
methods encourage instrumental approaches to studying and learning. As a result, students seem
to have grown indifferent to learning, becoming mere reflections of their study environment. In
confronting the needed pedagogical reform, I focus on the smallest particle of higher education –
the structure of the teaching and learning process in the sociology classroom, and suggest the
implementation of collaborative learning situations.
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If it is possible to reach water by digging up the ground, if it is possible to decorate a
house, if it is possible to believe this or that truth, if it is possible to find shelter from cold
and heat, if it is possible to alter the course of rivers and to build dams, if it is possible to
change the world we have not created, that of nature, why not change the world of our
own creation, that of culture, of history, of politics? (Paulo Freire, 2004: 81).

Introduction

In their introduction to Globalization: Culture and Education in the New Millennium
Marcelo M. Suárez-Orozco and Desirée Baolian Qin-Hilliard (2004) argue that although
‘globalization has created a great deal of debate in economic policy and grassroots circles,
many implications and applications of the phenomenon remain virtual terra incognita’.
According to them, education should be in the middle of this uncharted continent, and
yet researchers have hardly begun to think about how various transnational forces are
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affecting education. The challenge of teaching sociology in a global context is to shape
critical skills and interpersonal and intercultural sensibilities, as well as the critical cul-
tural literacy of students who will live in both the local and the global worlds.

We are often told that higher education is in crisis. This debate has levels within lev-
els, and discourses within discourses. There exist three groups: those who look at this cri-
sis from the point of view of educational and economic policy-making, those who see it
from the vantage point of structures and administration, and those who define it as a part
of such megatrends as capitalist globalization (i.e. Bok, 2003; Burbules and Torres, 2000;
Jarvis, 2008; Noble, 2003). As William Tabb has put it:

When people think about globalization, most focus on sweatshop labor and the loss of
manufacturing jobs overseas. It is easy to understand the race to the bottom that results as
factory workers in one place face more intense competition from lower-cost labor on the
other side of the world. College teachers would do well, however, to include their own
future prospects as they consider the impact of globalization over the coming years. The
university will be a very different place in another decade or two, and what it will look like
depends to a large degree on what version of globalization wins out. (Tabb, 2001)

Broadly speaking, higher education seems to be in crisis at least in terms of eco-
nomics, structural matters, demographics, epistemology and pedagogy. These crises
have different faces in different academic and other contexts, and they vary between
countries, but common characteristics have to do with economics and accountability,
and also with the idea of knowledge as a commodity. These are variants of recent cap-
italist tendencies in global economics, in national public sectors, and in universities as
‘diploma mills’. Corporate capitalism has set itself inside academia in the form of a
‘neoliberal model of education’.

Critical scholars have feared that traditional values of Western, legally autonomous
academia will be replaced by elements of the neoliberal model: ‘making the provision
of education more cost-efficient by commodifying the product; testing performance by
standardizing the experience in a way that allows for multiple-choice testing of results;
and focusing on marketable skills’ (Tabb, 2001). As Tabb further notes, at the moment
these neoliberal principles are manifested as ‘cutbacks in the public sector, closing
“inefficient” programs that don’t directly meet business needs for a trained workforce’,
and in higher education courses and degrees being sold and packaged for delivery over
the internet. As many scholars have suggested, universities have suffered major struc-
tural changes in the name of business-like efficiency that have had profound implica-
tions for critical inquiry (Giroux and Searls Giroux, 2004; Huff, 2006). Furthermore,
the priorities and principles of universities ‘are being subtly and not so subtly shifted
by the exigencies of corporate capitalism’ (Huff, 2006: 30). In addition to ‘diminished
funding for higher education, proliferation of programs and new demands for student-
oriented consumer services, there is a crisis of legitimacy that goes to the heart of the
academic enterprise’ (2006: 30).
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From Having to Being

Part of the talk about crisis is nothing but right-wing gimmickry, another attempt to over-
rule more liberal and critical voices. But an important part of the discussion has to do with
a question that we as critical scholars ought to be able to answer: in what sort of a world
are we living, and in what kind of a world would we like to be? Or to put it in pedagogi-
cal language: what are our goals in teaching and learning? Part of the crisis critical schol-
ars refer to is the fact that a blind drive for measurement, evaluation and accountability in
academic work has put these essential questions aside. And, who knows, maybe this has
been the very purpose, or at least a hidden agenda, of various USA-based conservative
think tanks. These, along with conservative forces in academia, push the standardization
of learning and teaching forward, and want to run the university in ‘having mode’.

Erich Fromm addressed this concept in his contention that Western culture is obsessed
with measuring and possessing things in its drive to have more capital – whether in finan-
cial, social or intellectual form. Of course, ‘having mode’ is not a problem of the univer-
sity alone; it also sets the overall mood and the reality of capitalist globalization.

Throughout his career, Fromm searched for an alternative to the ‘having mode’ of think-
ing and action, and called it the ‘being mode’ of living and learning. In this mode, people
have time and opportunities for solitude and solidarity as well as for self-education and col-
laborative learning. In terms of learning, the ‘having mode’ means merely memorizing the
contents and studying mechanically and instrumentally, whereas learning in the ‘being
mode’ is organic, and at best enhances real life (Fromm, 1976: 43). In the ‘being mode’ peo-
ple are intellectually and spiritually awake, and aware of themselves and the world sur-
rounding them, strengthening their capacities to see, feel and act. As Fromm puts it:

Awareness refers not only to the uncovering of inner conflicts but equally to conflicts in
social life that are negated and harmonized by ideologies (social rationalizations). Since the
individual is a part of society and cannot be conceived of outside the social fabric, the
illusions about social reality affect the clarity of his mind and thus also prevent him from
liberating himself from the illusions about himself. The capacity to see and – equally so –
blindness are not divisible. The critical faculty of the human mind is one. To believe one can
be seeing internally but blind as far as the outside world is concerned is like saying that the
light of a candle gives light only in one direction and not in all. The light of a candle is
reason’s capacity for critical, penetrating, uncovering thought. (Fromm, 1994: 40)

If the ‘having mode’ is to be broken, then we need to replace our current teaching and
assessment methods with more collaborative methods of teaching and assessment. In
doing so we need to learn collaborative teaching methods, and in the process learn to
‘share our toys’ (Bruffee, 1995). Using John Dewey’s terminology, we should substitute
individualistic life for ‘associated life’. This might gradually change the way we think, and
eventually change the world. The question is, of course, are we ready to change, and fur-
ther, why bother? Kenneth Bruffee has summed up more reasons from the academic
point of view:
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Interest in collaborative learning is motivated also by recent challenges to our
understanding of what knowledge is. This challenge is being felt throughout the
academic disciplines. That is, collaborative learning is related to the social constructionist
views promulgated by, among others, the philosopher Richard Rorty (Philosophy and the
Mirror of Nature) and the anthropologist Clifford Geertz. These writers say (as Geertz
puts it in his recent book, Local Knowledge) that ‘the way we think now’ differs in
essential ways from the way we thought in the past. Social constructionists tend to
assume that knowledge is a social construct and that, as the historian of science Thomas
Kuhn has put it, all knowledge, including scientific knowledge, ‘is intrinsically the
common property of a group or else nothing at all’ (Bruffee, 1994: 41).

And, as Bruffee maintains, collaborative learning ‘is related to these conceptual
changes by virtue of the fact that it assumes learning occurs among persons rather than
between a person and things’ (1994: 41).

In addition, I would claim that there are urgent global crises, such as environmental and
hunger catastrophes and horrifying war, that should wake our interest in learning to think
and act together in grappling with human destruction. This has also been Michael
Burawoy’s aim in his numerous attempts to develop and promote the idea of public soci-
ology (see Burawoy, 2005a, 2005b). In order to fight rapacious capitalism, he maintains,
‘we need a new public sociology that brings together state, economy, and society, that draws
on different disciplines, and that is not bound by the nation state’ (Burawoy, 2006: 2).

He has also argued that ‘we are in the midst of a revolution in the teaching of sociology.’
This is because students are no longer seen as passive recipients, ‘empty vessels into which
we pour our pearls of sociological wisdom, but as active citizens, capable of absorbing a rich
lived experience, participants in public debates they carry beyond the classroom’ (2006:
15). Thus a first move toward public sociology is to start to think and practice it as teach-
ing promoting ‘dialogues between teacher and taught, among the students themselves and
thence between students and other publics’ (2006: 15). As Burawoy so aptly writes:
‘Teaching is the medium in which we all swim and through which we all can become pub-
lic sociologists’ (2006: 15). Burawoy’s idea of teaching resembles that of pedagogy in the
theory of critical pedagogy in which it is maintained that pedagogy ‘is the space that pro-
vides a moral and political referent for understanding how what we do in the classroom is
linked to wider social, political, and economic forces’ (Giroux, 2007: 183).

Usually the problem is that teaching is not seen as an important or rewarding part of
academic life, but is rather considered a fairly unfulfilling and laborious task to be exe-
cuted – a task far less important than research and writing. This is unfortunate, for ‘fac-
ulty members may play the single most important role in student learning’ (Umbach and
Wawrzynski, 2005: 176). Along with personal supervision and mentoring, teaching is the
only official way to interact with the younger generation within the university. Maybe for
that reason alone we should take the words of Henry Giroux to heart:

I believe that intellectuals who inhabit our nation’s universities should represent the
conscience of a society not only because they shape the conditions under which future
generations learn about themselves and their relations to others and the outside world, but
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also because they engage pedagogical practices that are by their very nature moral and
political, rather than simply technical. And at its best, such pedagogy bears witness to the
ethical and political dilemmas that animate the broader social landscape. Such pedagogical
approaches are important because they provide spaces that are both comforting and
unsettling, spaces that both disturb and enlighten. Pedagogy in this instance not only works
to shift how students think about the issues affecting their lives and the world at large, but
also potentially energizes them to seize such moments as possibilities for acting on the world,
engaging it as a matter of politics, power, and social justice. (Giroux 2003: 194–5)

According to some empirical studies, current crowded higher education encourages a
superficial and instrumental attitude in teaching and learning. An anthropological study
found that students control their studies with different management techniques like
shaping schedules, limiting workload and taming their professors (see Natham, 2005). In
the speech of an average student, there is little or no reference to learning or discovery –
not to mention enthusiasm and dedication to learn. Rebekah Natham sums up her
anthropological study on North American college life as follows:

Taken together, the discourse of academe, both in and out of classes, led me to one of the
most sobering insights I had as a professor-turned-student: How little intellectual life
seemed to matter in college. This is not to say that no one cared about her education or
that everyone cut all his classes. Rather, what I observed was that engagement in the
philosophical and political issues of the day was not a significant part of college student
culture. (Natham, 2005: 100)

In this respect, students are images of their professors and corporatized academic sur-
roundings and seem to have internalized the highly cynical, indifferent, individualistic
and shallow attitudes of their institutions, and the capitalist world in general. This is,
however, not to blame students or their teachers, but to ask, what sort of view of society,
and of human beings, are teaching and learning based on in the university? Should there
be a change, and what would it be? What would be the pedagogical practices that could
be used as moral and political, rather than merely technical tools for change? Can teach-
ing and learning methods have an effect on the very modes in which we perceive the
world, and our relations to the other people? And if so, what is their relation to larger
academic goals such as building a proper global participatory democracy?

What is Collaborative Learning?

In reflecting on these questions, I have focused on the smallest parts of higher education,
that is, the structures and processes of teaching and learning in the university classroom,
and argued that, at least partly, students’ superficial attitudes derive from the teaching
methods, and how they are treated in the classroom. Are they kept as objects of teaching,
or as co-thinkers and agents who are able to create their own world with their teachers
and peers? In answering these questions I have had to admit that my teaching has often
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been based on what Paulo Freire has referred to as the ‘banking method’ (Freire, 2005).
In the banking method, students become alienated and lose their interest in learning, for
as Freire put it in his Pedagogy of the Oppressed, it is the omnipotent teacher who knows
and students who digest by listening.

In the banking concept of education, knowledge is a gift bestowed by those who con-
sider themselves knowledgeable upon those whom they consider to know nothing.
Projecting an absolute ignorance onto others, a characteristic of the ideology of oppres-
sion, negates education and knowledge as processes of inquiry. The teacher presents him-
self to his students as their necessary opposite; by considering their ignorance absolute,
he justifies his own existence. The students, alienated like the slave in the Hegelian
dialectic, accept their ignorance as justifying the teacher’s existence – but, unlike the
slave, they never discover that they educate the teacher (Freire, 2005: 72).

And, as Freire continues: ‘The raison d’etre of libertarian education, on the other
hand, lies in its drive towards reconciliation. Education must begin with the solution of
the teacher-student contradiction, by reconciling the poles of the contradiction so that
both are simultaneously teachers and students. (2005: 72). Alternatives for the banking
method are diverse student-student and student–teacher collaborations and encounters.
The banking method and collaborative approaches are compared in Table 1.

In collaborative learning, students learn by working with each other on focused, open-
ended tasks, discussing issues face to face in small groups. Collaborative learning taps
higher education’s most powerful, yet repeatedly underdeveloped resource: peer group
influence. According to Bruffee, the ‘primary aim of collaborative learning is to help stu-
dents test the quality and value of what they know by trying to make sense of it to other
people like themselves – their peers’ (1981: 745).

Among other things, collaborative learning methods are a viable way to get to know
each other in a face-to-face setting, study some of the basic theories, methods, concepts
and contents of a given field, learn how to do things together (and ‘share our toys’ as
Bruffee puts it), develop trust in a trustful atmosphere, build ‘transgressive’, multidisci-
plinary competencies (Nowotny, 2000) needed in various professional practices, learn
how to learn professional interdependence when the stakes are low, and create a demo-
cratic idea of knowledge and research work.

By using collaboration, students are introduced to methods of learning, problem-solv-
ing and task efficiency that they can later employ in the workplace. Furthermore, in the
context of public sociology, collaborative learning is an argument against capitalist higher
education that trains students to obey. It is a statement against the system’s continuous
emphasis on individualism, relentless competition and accountability creating an ethos
of hatred, envy and suspiciousness.

A Study Circle as an Application of Collaborative Learning

One member of the collaborative methods family is a study circle. It belongs to the fam-
ily of learning methods that facilitate discussion and enhance thinking as well as overall
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academic skills. The study circle has its roots in the 19th century adult (and folk) educa-
tion both in North America and Europe, when knowledge was seen as an integral part of
social change (see Bjerkaker, 2003; Bjerkaker and Summers, 2006; Byström, 1996). It
also has a substantial resemblance and an inherent relationship to Latin America’s peda-
gogical traditions and informal education, especially Freire’s ‘cultural circles’ (Freire,
2004, 2005). The study circle as a form of ‘associated life’ means breaking free from com-
petitive and individualistically driven learning and embracing collaborative and interde-
pendent methods as a more rewarding and permanent learning mode (see Bruffee, 1995).

The focus of learning in a study circle is more on the process than the product, and
this process is understood as a collaborative exploration. In a study circle ‘the road is
made by walking’, perhaps by talking, too. In a study circle the group is more than the
sum of its individual members. The emphasis is on critical learning and understanding
substance (reading assignments), not on class performance, or on empty talking, and
opinion making for its own sake. Individual participants in a study circle are agents of
their own learning (goal setting, scheduling, etc.) aiming at a cooperative atmosphere of
responsibility in which each member’s work benefits all. Agency in learning means that
participants do not give opinions for nothing but develop expertise and become knowl-
edge creators. Thus studying in a study circle corresponds, and, in many ways, is analo-
gous to the ‘real world’ learning situations in various formal educational settings, social
movements and workplaces (Suoranta and Moisio, 2006).

I used, or more precisely, experimented with a study circle in its most self-directed
form in my sociology class Public Sociologies and Critical Pedagogies in the 2006 spring

Table 1 Collaborative learning and banking method (adapted from Suoranta and Moisio 2006).

Being Mode of Learning Having Mode of Learning
(Collaborative Learning) (Banking Method)

Concept of Reality
Concept of Knowledge

Learner as

Range of Studies
Form of Questions

Group Interaction
Aims of study

Subjects of Study

Changing and negotiated
Dialectical, socially constructed
knowledge
Agent (students and teacher
as subjects)
Relatively open-ended
Authentic and open-ended
(answers are not known)
Subject-oriented
Emphasis in conflicts, new
questions and insights

Students and teachers

Static and given
Bird’s eye view, encyclopedic
knowledge
Receiver (teacher as subject)

Relatively closed
Unauthentic and closed
(answers are usually known)
Performance-oriented
Emphasis in consensus,
reproduction of existing
knowledge
Teachers
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term (see http://blog.lib.umn.edu/suoranta/pedagogies/). In the spirit of the original idea
of a study circle, students group-directed their studying and learning, and organized their
meetings by themselves. I was available if needed and emphasized that whenever they felt
they needed my advice as their senior colleague, I would be ready to offer it. But by and
large I wanted to give them a space for a learning experience that would supplement their
ways of learning, and offer a change for comparisons between different styles of studying
and learning sociology. In addition, by not being around all the time I wanted to avoid
the obvious fear of imposing myself on the students, and possibly twisting the educative
function (see Burawoy, 2006). My colleague used study circles in Finland in his philoso-
phy class, and together we decided to gather a brief and informal course evaluation from
our students. Short as the responses were, they still supported some of the basic ideas of
collaborative learning mentioned in Table 1 above.

In their evaluations students wrote that in general the study circle worked quite well.
To all it was their first study circle, and ‘it was nice to be able to get my two cents in once
in a while instead of just listening to someone talk’. Although everyone appreciated the
chance to have thorough discussions on the topic, someone said that ‘it was a hit or miss
sort of thing depending on how enthused we were about the topic we were reading about
for the day’. This was also dependent on readings: ‘Some chapters in the book were just
really dry and uninspiring and led to very little constructive conversation while other
chapters ignited passionate discussion. When we all felt very ambivalent or uninspired
about a topic, I think the study circle broke down.’ But for the most part ‘we kept on
topic and discussed the benefits to the critical approach as well as some of its weak points,
and I think we got into some deep and interesting conversations.’ Students valued the
fact that they were part of only a small group of four instead of a larger one like in a typ-
ical university class: ‘I felt a lot more integral to the process when I was one of just a few
people to contribute to the discussion.’

Students also evaluated their group’s performance. Part of the success was the group’s
heterogeneity. As one student put it: ‘A graduate student, liberal, conservative, and a
“techy” (me). I think it was a good combination of viewpoints.’ It was actually my initial
hope that study circles would consist of both undergraduate and graduate students from
different majors and background experiences, and thus I welcomed all who wanted to par-
ticipate. This was before the semester started and I still assumed that there would be more
than four students in my class, and that we could arrange more than one study circle.

In terms of the group’s power relations, students had different ideas. One of them
wrote that everybody ‘had an equal chance to be heard, and I felt there was only a min-
imal amount of power relations between group members. I think we all felt free to speak
our mind without fear of hurting anyone’s feelings, and everyone seemed to take others’
criticisms with a grain of salt.’ Another student thought that the more experienced stu-
dents dominated the discussions:

The irony is that we didn’t really even critically reflect upon the group dynamic
throughout the semester (although [student x] did mention at one point that I had more
sway/authoritative power as the only graduate student in the group).
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When it came to their own performance, students felt rather confident as expressed in
the following statements:

I felt that I performed rather well. I was able to participate in the conversation more than I
thought I would. Most classes I came to class having read the material and with questions or
comments for the discussion, which is more than I can say for many of my other classes.

Given that this has been a self-governed process, I think I did moderately well with the
study-circle. There’s always the risk of slacking off when there are not negative sanctions
imposed by an instructor for doing so – and I think we as a group did a good job keeping
up with the readings and being honest about our own opinions and interpretations of
the readings.

They also had some suggestions to improve the study circle next time. They felt that
‘it would be nice to have one or two extra participants in the group so that there isn’t so
much pressure to fill the two or three hours’, or ‘two or more groups of four.’ One stu-
dent asserted that the study circle is not effective as such:

It needs to be complimented by other forms of learning. I think a more effective method
of conducting the study circle would have been to have an hour and a half of student-
driven discussion (with the instructor absent), and then have the instructor come in to
field questions and get feedback about the topic for the final hour of the class each day.
There is a valuation of knowledge from the instructor that I felt was somewhat lacking
from the course due to the absence of the instructor.

This is a vitally important question that goes to the heart of pedagogical theory and
touches on the very aims of higher education. My conscious plan was to throw the stu-
dents ‘cold turkey’ into the dark and sometimes insecure river of total self- and co-
direction, for I assumed that most of them probably hadn’t had such a learning
experience before in their university careers. I was right in that assumption. But, of
course, like my student suggested, it is vitally important to vary the measure of ‘teacher
exposure’ in the sociology classroom. Sometimes lecturing is vital, and in those
instances we must hope that students stay on board. Sometimes it is necessary to let
students take the lead and find their route – and sometimes to sail together somewhere
in between the polarities. But in the end, was it worth it to participate in a study
circle, or ‘never again’?

This group was definitely worth it, and I’m sure the next one I am in will be even better
because I have this experience to fall back on. I think it will also be helpful in my
everyday life in introducing and conversing about difficult subjects with those I live with
on a daily basis. I would take more classes this way if I could but this is the first class I
have had that was set up this way.
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Yes it was worth it. The conversations were excellent and more intellectually critical of
current policies (our tangents) than any other conversations I’ve had. I really enjoyed this
idea and will try to use it in classes I teach.

Teaching Sociology for Social Change

In my view there are two large issues in teaching sociology in the frame of public sociol-
ogy – and critical pedagogy for that matter. The first one is that teaching sociology is a
vehicle for social change, whether a tool in the hands of restless critical spirits, or for
those who want to be part of a ‘long revolution’, a step-by-step model for social change.

The second issue concerns the integration of content and forms that foster sociological
pedagogical practice. Sometimes it is argued that the content is more essential than the
actual teaching processes, and sometimes vice versa. But Giroux (1981: 83) has suggested
a more apt approach: the content must be integrated with the pedagogical practices, the
medium with the message. So if we want to teach, for example, a class on the theories and
practices of social movements and activism, or participatory democracy and globalization,
then we should choose a pedagogical style that includes true participation, not only an ‘as
if ’ sort of participation that never gets beyond the classroom. In order to know how to
really build participatory democracy and be involved, one needs first to learn how to act
in a participatory and collective manner by sharing and learning together.

From our point of view as teachers in sociology and related fields, collaborative learn-
ing demands first and foremost that we begin to trust our students. I believe that if stu-
dents are given a chance they are responsible and will take their learning seriously. In my
experience this trust bears fruit: students largely respond positively to the trust, begin to
flourish and trust themselves, find new worlds, and put their hearts and minds into their
learning. As Margaret Gullette so elegantly puts it, ‘The heart of teaching is how teach-
ers feel about their students. If we, as teachers, can teach for our students’ sakes, as well
for the sake of our own intellectual journey, then our profession can become what it
should be: generous, life-enhancing, immortal.’ (1984: 11) As important as Gullette’s
notion is the following insight by Palmer:

We teachers can also show students how the ideas we care about are related to our own
life stories. Many students will be surprised to learn that their teachers – separated from
them by gaps of age and authority and vocation – even have lives. They will be even more
surprised to learn that our intellectual interests arise from the larger lives we lead, that the
two enrich each other. That, after all, is why many of us became scholars and teachers –
and our teaching will become more vivid as we let the secret out. (Palmer, 1990: 15)

This idea has been empirically verified to some extent in Paul Umbach’s and Matthew
Wawrzynski’s (2005) study exploring the relationship between faculty teaching practices
and student engagement and learning. The study revealed that faculty does matter: when
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teachers used active and collaborative learning techniques, students were more engaged
in their learning. According to the authors:

Many of our findings should come as no surprise to anyone. On campuses where faculty
report frequent use of active and collaborative learning techniques, students are more
likely to engage in active and collaborative learning activities. Similarly, students report
higher levels of academic challenge on campuses where faculty indicate they challenge
students. However, it seems that these faculty behaviors and attitudes extend beyond these
direct relationships. For example, campuses where faculty frequently use active and
collaborative learning techniques also have students who are academically challenged and
interact with their faculty. Campuses where faculty report high levels of course-related
interactions with their students have students who are challenged academically and engage
in active and collaborative learning activities. (Umbach and Wawrzynski, 2005: 174)

From a more general perspective, Gerard Delanty states that universities ‘can play a
major role in the knowledge society if they accept what might be called the principle of
transgressivity, that is, the university is not the exclusive site of expertise but a site of pub-
lic discourses.’ Moreover, in the global context, universities ought to become ‘transgres-
sive cognitive zones where the contradictions of the knowledge society are most apparent,
and as such, the potential exists for universities to become important agents of the pub-
lic sphere, initiating social change rather than just responding to it’ (Delanty, 2003: 81).

According to Nowotny, in the current era, knowledge creation has become less and less
a self-contained activity. She argues that knowledge creation is ‘no longer the preserve of a
special type of institution from which knowledge is expected to spill over, or spin off, to the
benefit of other sectors’ (2000: 13–14). Instead it has extended beyond the universities and
became a socially distributed process. In my interpretation, this idea of knowledge as social
creation and socially distributed process must include those forms of knowledge which have
been denied, marginalized, forgotten or in some other way excluded from mainstream aca-
demia. This exclusion is often based on class, gender and ethnicity, produced and repro-
duced locally and orally, and deeply embedded in an individual’s intimate memories and
experiences, and ought to be taken into serious consideration in various academic disci-
plines including sociology, education, social policy, history and political sciences.

We do need a shared, clear idea ‘of what higher education should look like in a just
world’ (Tannock, 2006: 50) in order to initiate social transformation and global justice.
This struggle includes a fight for education as a public good and conversion from the ‘hav-
ing mode’ to the ‘being mode’ of living and learning. Collaborative learning methods are
a necessary but by no means sufficient part of that development. What is needed is a the-
oretically grounded starting point for learning public sociology and critical pedagogy. This
can be found from young Marx’s worldly philosophy as described by Eduardo Duarte:

Whereas Hegel’s philosopher takes her flight at dusk, Marx’s worldly philosopher begins
her struggle at the dawn of the new day, with the awakening of self-consciousness as
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critical consciousness (conscientization). Worldly philosophy is the shaping of history
through revolution, i.e. philosophy enacted as the struggle of emancipation. Understood
in this context, critical pedagogy is an unleashing of freedom through the enactment of
opposition, resistance and negation of the status quo, and the positive concretization of
new social relations grounded upon equality. Such is the praxis of the dialogue of
liberation. (Duarte, 2006: 11. Italics in original)

At this point of history when conservatives have waged their war against edifying and criti-
cal higher education, especially in the fields of social sciences and humanities, it is vitally impor-
tant to join forces across the disciplines, and start to seek constructive oppositional politics and
counter-hegemonic practices including liberating and collaborative pedagogies to create new
alliances between faculty, staff and students against the global neoliberal turmoil oppressing us
all. Burawoy states: ‘Finally, sociology will have to join forces with other disciplines as it tack-
les environmental catastrophes, civil wars, famines, militarization, and so forth. It will have to
forge alliances with human geographers and cultural anthropologists, with dissident groups in
political science and economics, in other words, with those who recognize society as a value
worth preserving.’ (2006: 17). This is also Giroux’s point in his critical pedagogy:

In fact, the greatest challenge facing higher education centers on the collective task of
developing a politics that extends beyond nation-state and reclaiming the academy as a
democratic public sphere willing to confront the myriad global problems that produce
needless human suffering, obscene forms of inequality, ongoing exploitation of
marginalized groups, rapidly expanding masses of disposable human beings, increasing
forms of social exclusion, and new forms of dogmatism, commit itself to the most
meaningful principles of an inclusive democracy, exercise a rigorous practice of self-
criticism, and provide a vision of the future in which students can function as informed,
critical citizens capable of actively participating, shaping, and governing a world that takes
seriously the relationship between education and democracy (2007: 203).

Conclusion

As a critical sociologist of education and a student of critical pedagogy, I cannot but see many
common themes between the Burawoyan concept of public sociology and critical pedagogy.
In the former, it is maintained that public sociology must fight against capitalist power rela-
tions and those of production and do its utmost in protecting ‘those social relations through
which we recognize each other as humans’ (Burawoy, 2006). And in the latter, it is stated
that critical pedagogy ought to be about presenting a testimony, a practice and a

commitment to learn to ‘read the world’ critically and expending the effort necessary to
bring about social transformation ... transforming the self through transforming the
social relations of learning and teaching; establishing democracy as a fundamental way of
life; developing a critical curiosity; and deepening one’s solidarity and commitment to
self and social transformation and the project of humanization. (McLaren, 2005: 160)
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Both strands of critical social science ascend from the well of great critical tradition
of Italian political philosopher Antonio Gramsci (1971, 2000) who again and again
emphasized the role of academics as organic intellectuals who would not only act for
the people but also collaborate with the people as ‘permanent persuaders’ and organiz-
ers in the revolutionary social movements. It is our task as teachers of critical sociology
and education to act, using Giroux’s (2000) term, as organic ‘transformative intellec-
tuals’ in the spirit of Gramsci, and find our own ways to teach collaboratively. Who
will do it if not us? However, at a time of neoconservative attack on the academic left
and newborn McCarthyism (see Younge, 2006), or what Giroux (2006: 83–101)
names as the ‘third anti-democratic dogma’ of the Bush administration besides market
and religious fundamentalism, there seems to be diminished room in the current aca-
demic unfreedom for critical scholars to discuss and engage in those ‘Gramscian’ ped-
agogical practices that could enhance students’ self- and social transformation in their
studies in various fields of social and educational sciences. At best collaborative learn-
ing enables safe social laboratories for students to feel participation and a sense of sol-
idarity. Paraphrasing the words of Paulo Freire, in collaborative learning situations
students can learn to read ‘the word and the world’ sociologically, critically, and
with empathy.

By writing this article on collaborative learning, with ‘sociological study circles’ as its
application, I have sought to contribute to the discussion on liberating and transforma-
tive learning in the sociology classroom and encourage my fellow teachers in the fields of
social science to liberate themselves from the more traditional teaching methods by
experimenting with more dialogical teaching methods. As I see it, a study circle is not
only a piece of the democratic struggle in higher education, but also part of a larger polit-
ical project that aims to transform us from ‘information transmitters’ into ‘teacher-
students’ involved in learning partnerships with students, and aims to turn students from
‘listener-receivers’ into ‘student-teachers’ eager to learn by doing and participating. This,
I believe, will eventually change an unjust world.

As a final note I would like to quote one of my students from our critical pedagogy
class. He feels that the way the class is structured in a study circle ‘gets universities back
to the idea that what we, as students, need to do is sit and discuss the issues of the day’,
and he continues as follows:

This will start to begin the dialogue between students not just in the classroom, but also
outside of the classrooms. Our universities are becoming these individualistic havens,
students wander around with their headphones on listening to their iPods and talking on
their cell phones, becoming more and more oblivious to the world around them.
Universities used to be places of higher thought and debate, a place where issues were
researched and then educated debates took place, the home of what Marx called the
dialectic. Currently, universities are so busy pushing students through their
undergraduate years in the shortest amount of time that they are literally pressuring out
the time and ability for critical thought. Study circles bring us back to this idea of
discussion, even more so when it is used to teach Critical Theory.
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